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SAIC Cloud Migration EdgeTM

Transforming Business with Cloud Services On Demand
SAIC’s Cloud Migration Edge™ is a proven, comprehensive cloud solution to migrate IT
applications to a cloud environment. Based on years of past performance successfully
migrating systems, SAIC combines our cloud computing expertise with industry best
practices to develop a methodology that can transform business. We understand
challenges to IT budget and efficiency of operations and the urgency to transition to cloud
technologies. As a cloud services integrator, SAIC is provider-agnostic and can focus on
bringing the right cloud services individually customized to each customer. Our five-phase
methodology migrates applications to the cloud in less time while efficiently managing risk
and cost. With Cloud Migration Edge, SAIC can transition data center operations into a
secure cloud environment with minimal disruption and optimal service value.

PROVEN METHODOLOGY FOR A RELIABLE, SECURE CLOUD SOLUTION
SAIC’s Cloud Migration Edge empowers business with cloud technologies. SAIC’s unbiased approach as a cloud service
integrator focuses on the best solutions from the cloud market to meet individual needs. With advanced cloud expertise
and proven methodology, we can focus on the business while managing organizational change. Our flexible solution to
cloud computing provides the best in cloud services with the agile adoption of disruptive technology securely, safely,
and consistently.

Cloud Migration Edge Five Phase Methodology
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Assess and Strategize
defines objectives
and builds a cloud
strategy that meets
technical compliance,
regulatory, and security
requirements.
•
•
•
•

Assessments
Requirements
Business Case
ROI
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Design tailors a solution
to achieve each
customers’ goals.
•
•
•
•
•

Cloud Platform
Security
Management
Monitoring
Final Design
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Transition migrates
IT services to the cloud
with minimal disruption
using SAIC’s unique
managed business
transformation
approach.
•
•
•

Implementation Plan
Test
Execution
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Operate orchestrates
cloud services to meet
performance levels
using proven processes
to mitigate risk with
constant monitoring.
•
•
•
•
•

Organize
Monitor
Verify
Report
Manage

Improve capitalizes on
the flexibility of cloud
enabled architectures to
optimize service value.
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADVANTAGES OF SAIC’S APPROACH
Cloud Migration Edge fully enables business with cloud technologies.
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•

SAIC is a cloud services integrator, not simply a cloud services provider.
– As provider-agnostic, our team can offer the best solutions from the cloud market to customize
		 solutions for each customer’s individual needs.

•

SAIC enables business transformation with deep cloud expertise and proven methodology.
– Our team leads with a business and mission focus.
– Managing organizational change and operational redesign is key to our approach.

•

SAIC brings a decade of experience in systems engineering rigor and successful management of
disruptive technologies.
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Data Migration
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